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Energy Efficient 

Building regulations, Part L2A, LOR's SMS (HSE) Compliant 

ECO Friendly 

High Thermal Resistivity 

SELECT SITE SOLUTIONS

SITE ACCOMMODATION MODULAR UNIT



Today, buildings are responsible for more than 40 percent of global energy usage and as 

much as one third of global greenhouses gas emissions. Buildings can be designed to 

require far less energy than today's average. 

Reducing construction site enrgy consumption, by employing natural energy resources 

and its adaptation to the new modern modular building. Design and technologies can play 

a significant part to reducing CO2 emission on sites. 

With regards to energy efficiency, building design is based upon appropriate structural 

framework, orientation, selected material and also taking advantage of passive cooling and

heating strategies, as well as active devices. This would effect both thermal performance of

buildings and human comfort levels. 

The GreenBay unit solution has climatic adaptive design for efficient building design in 

terms of energy, ventilation, waste, etc. according to surrounding environment and client's

specifications. 

According to the hybrid planning design of the GreenBay units, it uses both passive and 

active technologies to maintain the thermal comfort. These types of technologies mainly 

perform mre passively throughout the year. Under extreme climatic circumstances  active 

means can be used. 

To improve the building envperformances to accommodate different climate design 

criteria, below athe objectives that have to be considered: 

Objectives 1 - Considering the site planning, building design characteristics, building 

elements, energy and ventilation strategies in regards to environmental design aspects. 

Objective 2 - Utilizing natural resources such as wind, sun, topography and orientation. 

Objective 3 - Critically analyse and establish the key principles of building design and 

climate adaptation of building envelop into low energy building design in different site 

locations. 



Fore more information, please contact: 

SELECT Hire desk team - 01322 732 732 (opt 1, opt 4) 

Ryan Caldwell - Product Leader Accommodation  

 rycaldwell@selectplanthire.com  or 07824 62 61 36

GreenBay units are based on Lydney JIPE NG80 units and therefore offer 

the same 'look and feel' of SELECTS's full modular accommodation, 

improve the Laing O'Rourke image to our client's and other parts of the 

industry. 

 

Standardisation offers favorable delivery lead times compared with full 

modular accommodation. 

 

GreenBay units can be linked in a 'design your own' office & welfare 

setup using the standardized unit types including split offices, toilets, 

changing rooms, canteen and etc. 

 

TYPICALLY SAVING 10% IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

SELECT THE ONLY SOLUTION - BE SEEN, 

GO GREEN!



SPACE CONFIGURATION: 

- CANTEEN AND KITCHENETTE 

- DRYING / CHANGING ROOM 

- MALE AND FEMALE SANITARY 

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY: 

- CONNECTION TO THE GRID, FOR REMOTE LOCATIONS 

STANDALONE DIESEL GENERATOR MAY BE USED. 

- NON-EXPLOSIVE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS. 

WATER SUPPLY AND DISPOSAL SYSTEM: 

- WATER SUPPLY, SEWAGE AND DRAINAGE      

 

GreenBay Welfare Design Configuration: 

SELECT Plant Hire's GreenBay units have been designed to be the butted 

to each other directly when used to form a multi-bay building. This 

greatly reduces the percentage amount of exterior wall in any building, 

thus providing additional energy aonsumption reduction. 

 

GreenBay unit standard layouts:  



SPACE CONFIGURATION: 

- OFFICES 

- MEETING ROOM 

- MALE AND FEMALE SANITARY 

- KITCHENETTE 

- PIR (PASSIVE INFERRED RESISTANCE) LIGHT SENSORS FOR ALL AREAS 

- LED LIGHTING , AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMPS (HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM) 

 CAN BE PROVIDED. 

GreenBay Office Design Configuration: 

GreenBay units are designed to meet building regulations 

and LOR's SMS health & safety requirements on HSE 

guidline. These units are Part L2A compliant and they can 

be tailored to any specific locations. 

Standard Offering for Office Space:   



SELECT's GreenBay units are 

equipped with: 

PIR detectors for lighting control. 

Timer and Thermostats for heating 

control. 

Timer and Thermostats for water 

control. 

Non-concussive push taps. 

Low flow showers. 

Low flush toilets. 

Based typically on standard 

GreenBay; 

Type 01 canteen or Type 05 office 

which have an energy performance 

rating of B. 

SELECT Plant GreenBay cabins have been designed 

as an alternative units to reduce the construction sit's 

carbon footprintiong by using less water and electricity, introduce 

the better insulation and smarter control of power and water use. 

 

In results GreenBay cabins can give significant cost saving on 

electricity and water bills. GreenBay cabin unit types can be used as

separate items, or selected and arranged in combination to form 

bespoke building layouts. 

SELECT GreenBay units are constructed with: 




